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TOPIC AREA 

The Cuban Missile Crisis, also known as the October Crisis of 1962, the Caribbean 
Crisis or the Missile Scare, was a 13-day (October 16–28, 1962) confrontation 
between the United States and the Soviet Union initiated by the American discovery 
of Soviet ballistic missile deployment in Cuba. The confrontation is often considered 
the closest the Cold War came to escalating into a full-scale nuclear war.

 

In response to the failed Bay of Pigs Invasion of 1961 and the presence of 
American Jupiter ballistic missiles in Italy and Turkey, Soviet leader Nikita 
Khrushchev agreed to Cuba's request to place nuclear missiles on the island to deter a 
future invasion. An agreement was reached during a secret meeting between 
Khrushchev and Fidel Castro in July 1962, and construction of a number of missile 
launch facilities started later that summer.

 

The 1962 United States elections were under way, and the White House had for 
months denied charges that it was ignoring dangerous Soviet missiles 90 miles (140 
km) from Florida. The missile preparations were confirmed when an Air Force U-2 
spy plane produced clear photographic evidence of medium-range (SS-4) and 
intermediate-range (R-14) ballistic missile facilities. The US established a naval 
blockade on October 22 to prevent further missiles from reaching Cuba; Oval Office 
tapes during the crisis revealed that Kennedy had also put the blockade in place as an 
attempt to provoke Soviet-backed forces in Berlin as well. The US announced it 
would not permit offensive weapons to be delivered to Cuba and demanded that the 
weapons already in Cuba be dismantled and returned to the Soviet Union.

 

After several days of tense negotiations, an agreement was reached between 
US President John F. Kennedy and Khrushchev. Publicly, the Soviets would dismantle 
their offensive weapons in Cuba and return them to the Soviet Union, subject to 
United Nations verification, in exchange for a US public declaration and agreement to 
avoid invading Cuba again. Secretly, the United States agreed that it would dismantle 
all US-built Jupiter MRBMs, which had been deployed in Turkey against the Soviet 
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Union; there has been debate on whether or not Italy was included in the agreement as 
well.

 

When all offensive missiles and Ilyushin Il-28 light bombers had been 
withdrawn from Cuba, the blockade was formally ended on November 21, 1962. The 
negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union pointed out the necessity 
of a quick, clear, and direct communication line between Washington and Moscow. As 
a result, the Moscow–Washington hotline was established. A series of agreements 
reduced US–Soviet tensions for several years until both parties began to build their 
nuclear arsenal even further.

TIMELINE OF EVENTS

1947- Truman Doctrine

The Truman Doctrine was an American foreign policy whose stated purpose was to 
counter Soviet geopolitical expansion during the Cold War. It was announced to 
Congress by President Harry S. Truman on March 29, 1947, and further developed on 
July 4, 1948, when he pledged to contain threats in Greece and Turkey. Direct 
American military force was usually not involved, but Congress appropriated financial 
aid to support the economies and militaries of Greece and Turkey. More generally, the 
Truman Doctrine implied American support for other nations allegedly threatened by 
Soviet communism. The Truman Doctrine became the foundation of American foreign 
policy, and led, in 1949, to the formation of NATO, a military alliance that is still in 
effect. Historians often use Truman's speech to date the start of the Cold War.

Truman told Congress that "it must be the policy of the United States to support free 
people who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside 
pressures."Truman contended that because totalitarian regimes coerced free peoples, 
they automatically represented a threat to international peace and the national security 
of the United States. Truman made the plea in the midst of the Greek Civil War 
(1946–49). He argued that if Greece and Turkey did not receive the aid, they would 
inevitably fall to communism with grave consequences throughout the region. 
Because Turkey and Greece were historic rivals, it was considered necessary to help 
both equally even though the crisis in Greece was far more intense.
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Critics of the policy have observed that the governments of Greece and Turkey were 
themselves far from democratic at this time, and neither were facing Soviet subversion 
in the spring of 1949. Historian Eric Foner writes that the Doctrine "set a precedent 
for American assistance to anticommunist regimes throughout the world, no matter 
how undemocratic, and for the creation of a set of global military alliances directed 
against the Soviet Union."

For years, the United Kingdom had supported Greece, but was now near bankruptcy 
and was forced to radically reduce its involvement. In February 1947, Britain formally 
requested for the United States to take over its role in supporting the royalist Greek 
government.The policy won the support of Republicans who controlled Congress and 
involved sending $400 million in American money but no military forces to the 
region. The effect was to end the Greek revolt, and in 1952, both Greece and Turkey 
joined NATO, a military alliance, to guarantee their stability.

The Truman Doctrine was informally extended to become the basis of American Cold 
War policy throughout Europe and around the world. It shifted American foreign 
policy toward the Soviet Union from anti-fascism ally to a policy of containment of 
Soviet expansion as advocated by diplomat George Kennan. It was distinguished from 
rollback by implicitly tolerating the previous Soviet takeovers in Eastern Europe.

1947- Marshall Plan:The Marshall Plan (officially the European Recovery Program, 
ERP) was an American initiative passed in 1948 to aid Western Europe, in which the 
United States gave over $12 billion (nearly $100 billion in 2018 US dollars) in 
economic assistance to help rebuild Western European economies after the end of 
World War II. Replacing an earlier proposal for a Morgenthau Plan, it operated for 
four years beginning on April 3, 1948. The goals of the United States were to rebuild 
war-torn regions, remove trade barriers, modernize industry, improve European 
prosperity, and prevent the spread of Communism. The Marshall Plan required a 
reduction of interstate barriers, a dropping of many regulations, and encouraged an 
increase in productivity, as well as the adoption of modern business procedures.The 
Marshall Plan aid was divided amongst the participant states roughly on a per capita 
basis. A larger amount was given to the major industrial powers, as the prevailing 
opinion was that their resuscitation was essential for general European revival. 
Somewhat more aid per capita was also directed towards the Allied nations, with less 
for those that had been part of the Axis or remained neutral. The largest recipient of 
Marshall Plan money was the United Kingdom (receiving about 26% of the total), 
followed by France (18%) and West Germany (11%). Some eighteen European 
countries received Plan benefits.[6] Although offered participation, the Soviet Union 
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refused Plan benefits, and also blocked benefits to Eastern Bloc countries, such as 
Hungary and Poland. The United States provided similar aid programs in Asia, but 
they were not part of the Marshall Plan.

Its role in the rapid recovery has been debated. The Marshall Plan's accounting reflects 
that aid accounted for about 3% of the combined national income of the recipient 
countries between 1948 and 1951, which means an increase in GDP growth of less 
than half a percent.

After World War II, in 1947, industrialist Lewis H. Brown wrote at the request of 
General Lucius D. Clay, A Report on Germany, which served as a detailed 
recommendation for the reconstruction of post-war Germany, and served as a basis for 
the Marshall Plan. The initiative was named after United States Secretary of State 
George Marshall. The plan had bipartisan support in Washington, where the 
Republicans controlled Congress and the Democrats controlled the White House with 
Harry S. Truman as President. The Plan was largely the creation of State Department 
officials, especially William L. Clayton and George F. Kennan, with help from the 
Brookings Institution, as requested by Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg, chairman of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.Marshall spoke of an urgent need to help the 
European recovery in his address at Harvard University in June 1947.The purpose of 
the Marshall Plan was to aid in the economic recovery of nations after World War II 
and to reduce the influence of Communist parties within them. To combat the effects 
of the Marshall Plan, the USSR developed its own economic plan, known as the 
Molotov Plan, in spite of the fact that large amounts of resources from the Eastern 
Bloc countries to the USSR were paid as reparations, for countries participating in the 
Axis Power during the war.

The phrase "equivalent of the Marshall Plan" is often used to describe a proposed 
large-scale economic rescue program.

In 1951 the Marshall Plan was largely replaced by the Mutual Security Act.

1949 -Chinese Civil War:The Chinese Civil War was a civil war in China fought 
between the Kuomintang (KMT)-led government of the Republic of China (ROC) and 
the Communist Party of China (CPC) lasting intermittently between 1927 and 1949. 
Although particular attention is paid to the four years of fighting from 1945 to 1949, 
the war actually started in August 1927, after the KMT-CPC Alliance collapsed during 
the Northern Expedition.The conflict took place in two stages, the first between 1927 
and 1937, and the second from 1946 to 1950; the Second Sino-Japanese War from 
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1937 to 1945 was an interlude in which the two sides were united against the forces of 
Japan. The Civil War resulted in a major revolution in China, with the Communists 
gaining control of mainland China anmd establishing the People's Republic of China 
(PRC) in 1949, forcing the Republic of China to retreat to Taiwan. A lasting political 
and military standoff between the two sides of the Taiwan Strait ensued, with the ROC 
in Taiwan and the PRC in mainland China both officially claiming to be the legitimate 
government of all China.To this day no armistice or peace treaty has ever been signed, 
and the debate continues as to whether the civil war has legally ended.Although both 
President Jiang Zemin of the PRC and Kuomintang in the ROC have called for a 
peace agreement under certain conditions, it is opposed by independence supporters in 
Taiwan.

1950- Korean War:The Korean War (25 June 1950 – 27 July 1953) was a war 
between North Korea (with the support of China and the Soviet Union) and South 
Korea (with the support of the United Nations, principally from the United States). 
The war began on 25 June 1950 when North Korea invaded South Korea following a 
series of clashes along the border.As a product of the Cold War, the Soviet Union and 
the United States divided Korea into two sovereign states in 1948 with the border set 
at the 38th parallel. A socialist state was established in the north under the communist 
leadership of Kim Il-sung and a capitalist state in the south under the anti-communist 
leadership of Syngman Rhee. Both governments of the two new Korean states claimed 
to be the sole legitimate government of all of Korea, and neither accepted the border 
as permanent. The conflict escalated into warfare when North Korean military (KPA) 
forces—supported by the Soviet Union and China—crossed the border and advanced 
into South Korea on 25 June 1950. The United Nations Security Council authorized 
the formation of the United Nations Command and the dispatch of forces to Korea to 
repel what was recognized as a North Korean invasion.Twenty-one countries of the 
United Nations eventually contributed to the UN force, with the United States 
providing around 90% of the military personnel.

After the first two months of war, the ill-equipped and underprepared South Korean 
Army (ROKA) and the US forces rapidly dispatched to Korea were on the point of 
defeat. As a result, the ROKA and US troops retreated to a small area behind a 
defensive line known as the Pusan Perimeter. In September 1950, an amphibious UN 
counter-offensive was launched at Incheon, and cut off many KPA troops in South 
Korea. Those who escaped envelopment and capture were forced back north. UN 
forces invaded North Korea in October 1950 and moved rapidly towards the Yalu 
River—the border with China—but on 19 October 1950, Chinese forces of the 
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People's Volunteer Army (PVA) crossed the Yalu and entered the war. The surprise 
Chinese intervention triggered a retreat of UN forces back below the 38th Parallel by 
late December.

In these and subsequent battles, Seoul changed hands four times, and the last two 
years of fighting became a war of attrition, with the front line close to the 38th 
Parallel. The war in the air, however, was never a stalemate. North Korea was subject 
to a massive U.S. bombing campaign. Jet fighters confronted each other in air-to-air 
combat for the first time in history, and Soviet pilots covertly flew in defense of their 
communist allies.

The fighting ended on 27 July 1953, when the Korean Armistice Agreement was 
signed. The agreement created the Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) to separate 
North and South Korea, and allowed the return of prisoners. However, no peace treaty 
was ever signed, and the two Koreas are technically still at war, engaged in a frozen 
conflict. In April 2018, the leaders of North and South Korea met at the DMZ and 
agreed to work towards a treaty to formally end the Korean War.

The Korean War was among the most destructive conflicts of the modern era, with 
approximately 3 million war fatalities and a larger proportional civilian death toll than 
World War II or the Vietnam War. It incurred the destruction of virtually all of Korea's 
major cities, thousands of massacres by both sides (including the mass killing of tens 
of thousands of suspected communists by the South Korean government), and the 
torture and starvation of prisoners of war by the North Korean command. North Korea 
became among the most heavily-bombed countries in history.

1955- Foundation of Warsaw Pact:The Warsaw Pact, formally known as the Treaty 
of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance, was a collective defence treaty 
signed in Warsaw, Poland between the Soviet Union and seven Eastern Bloc satellite 
states of Central and Eastern Europe in May 1955, during the Cold War. The Warsaw 
Pact was the military complement to the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
(CoMEcon), the regional economic organization for the socialist states of Central and 
Eastern Europe. The Warsaw Pact was created in reaction to the integration of West 
Germany into NATOin 1955 per the London and Paris Conferences of 1954, but it is 
also considered to have been motivated by Soviet desires to maintain control over 
military forces in Central and Eastern Europe.The Warsaw Pact was established as a 
balance of power or counterweight to NATO; there was no direct military 
confrontation between them. Instead, the conflict was fought on an ideological basis 
and in proxy wars. Both NATO and the Warsaw Pact led to the expansion of military 
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forces and their integration into the respective blocs. Its largest military engagement 
was the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in August 1968 (with the 
participation of all Pact nations except Albania, Romania, and East Germany),which, 
in part, resulted in Albania withdrawing from the pact less than a month later. The 
Pact began to unravel in its entirety with the spread of the Revolutions of 1989 
through the Eastern Bloc, beginning with the Solidarity movement in Poland and its 
electoral success in June 1989.

East Germany withdrew from the Pact following the reunification of Germany in 
1990. On 25 February 1991, at a meeting in Hungary, the Pact was declared at an end 
by the defence and foreign ministers of the six remaining member states. The USSR 
itself was dissolved in December 1991, although most of the former Soviet republics 
formed the Collective Security Treaty Organization shortly thereafter. Throughout the 
following 20 years, the seven Warsaw Pact countries outside the USSR each joined 
NATO (East Germany through its reunification with West Germany; and the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia as separate countries), as did the three Baltic states (Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania) that had been part of the Soviet Union.

1956- Hungarian Revolution:The Hungarian Revolution of 1956 (Hungarian: 1956-
os forradalom), or the Hungarian Uprising, was a nationwide revolution against the 
Hungarian People's Republic and its Soviet-imposed policies, lasting from 23 October 
until 10 November 1956. Leaderless when it first began, it was the first major threat to 
Soviet control since the Red Army drove Nazi Germany from its territory at the End 
of World War II in Europe.The revolt began as a student protest, which attracted 
thousands as they marched through central Budapest to the Hungarian Parliament 
building, calling out on the streets using a van with loudspeakers. A student 
delegation, entering the radio building to try to broadcast the students' demands, was 
detained. When the delegation's release was demanded by the protesters outside, they 
were fired upon from within the building by the State Security Police, known as the 
ÁVH ²(acronym for Állam Védelmi Hatóság, literally "State Protection Authority"). 
One student died and was wrapped in a flag and held above the crowd. This was the 
start of the revolution. As the news spread, disorder and violence erupted throughout 
the capital.

The revolt spread quickly across Hungary, and the government collapsed. Thousands 
organised into militias, battling the ÁVH and Soviet troops. Pro-Soviet communists 
and ÁVH members were often executed or imprisoned, and former political prisoners 
were released and armed. Radical impromptu workers' councils wrested municipal 
control from the ruling Hungarian Working People's Party and demanded political 
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changes. A new government formally disbanded the ÁVH, declared its intention to 
withdraw from the Warsaw Pact and pledged to re-establish free elections. By the end 
of October, fighting had almost stopped, and a sense of normality began to return.

Initially appearing open to negotiating a withdrawal of Soviet forces, the Politburo 
changed its mind and moved to crush the revolution. On 4 November, a large Soviet 
force invaded Budapest and other regions of the country. The Hungarian resistance 
continued until 10 November. Over 2,500 Hungarians and 700 Soviet troops were 
killed in the conflict, and 200,000 Hungarians fled as refugees. Mass arrests and 
denunciations continued for months thereafter. By January 1957, the new Soviet-
installed government had suppressed all public opposition. These Soviet actions, 
while strengthening control over the Eastern Bloc, alienated many Western Marxists, 
leading to splits and/or considerable losses of membership for communist parties in 
capitalist states.

Public discussion about the revolution was suppressed in Hungary for more than 30 
years. Since the thaw of the 1980s, it has been a subject of intense study and debate. 
At the inauguration of the Third Hungarian Republic in 1989, 23 October was 
declared a national holiday.The revolt began as a student protest, which attracted 
thousands as they marched through central Budapest to the Hungarian Parliament 
building, calling out on the streets using a van with loudspeakers. A student 
delegation, entering the radio building to try to broadcast the students' demands, was 
detained. When the delegation's release was demanded by the protesters outside, they 
were fired upon from within the building by the State Security Police, known as the 
ÁVH (acronym for Állam Védelmi Hatóság, literally "State Protection Authority"). 
One student died and was wrapped in a flag and held above the crowd. This was the 
start of the revolution. As the news spread, disorder and violence erupted throughout 
the capital.

The revolt spread quickly across Hungary, and the government collapsed. Thousands 
organized into militias, battling the ÁVH and Soviet troops. Pro-Soviet communists 
and ÁVH members were often executed or imprisoned, and former political prisoners 
were released and armed. Radical impromptu workers' councils wrested municipal 
control from the ruling Hungarian Working People's Party and demanded political 
changes. A new government formally disbanded the ÁVH, declared its intention to 
withdraw from the Warsaw Pact and pledged to re-establish free elections. By the end 
of October, fighting had almost stopped, and a sense of normality began to return.
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Initially appearing open to negotiating a withdrawal of Soviet forces, the Politburo 
changed its mind and moved to crush the revolution. On 4 November, a large Soviet 
force invaded Budapest and other regions of the country. The Hungarian resistance 
continued until 10 November. Over 2,500 Hungarians and 700 Soviet troops were 
killed in the conflict, and 200,000 Hungarians fled as refugees. Mass arrests and 
denunciations continued for months thereafter. By January 1957, the new Soviet-
installed government had suppressed all public opposition. These Soviet actions, 
while strengthening control over the Eastern Bloc, alienated many Western Marxists, 
leading to splits and/or considerable losses of membership for communist parties in 
capitalist states.

Public discussion about the revolution was suppressed in Hungary for more than 30 
years. Since the thaw of the 1980s, it has been a subject of intense study and debate. 
At the inauguration of the Third Hungarian Republic in 1989, 23 October was 
declared a national holiday.

1961- Berlin Crisis:The Berlin Crisis of 1961 (German: Berlin-Krise) occurred 
between 4 June – 9 November 1961, and was the last major politic-military European 
incident of the Cold War about the occupational status of the German capital city, 
Berlin, and of post–World War II Germany. The Berlin Crisis started when the USSR 
launched an ultimatum demanding the withdrawal of all armed forces from Berlin, 
including the Western armed forces in West Berlin. The crisis culminated in the city's 
de facto partition with the East German erection of the Berlin Wall.

The 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union—the last to be 
attended by the Communist Party of China—was held in Moscow during the crisis.

INFORMATION ABOUT COUNTRIES

United States of America

USA was on the biggest role with USSR in this crisis.After the WW2 all countries 
tried to place themselves in two-sides:Capitalism and Communism.Although these 
two sides were not in a conflict at the beginning of 1946’s, between the years of 
1947-1980 things got contestion because of their racing in every field such as outer 
space and military.the purpose of controlling the world in every section which was 
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belonged to USA and USSR could show itself very clearly in this crisis.And also they 
knew that they should reach countries as much as they could because it was a must to 
have an geopolitical power all around the world provided by allies.USA made a 
strategic movement on countries has been on the threat of USSR.Turkey was one of  
the countries that suitable for USA strategy.USA has given a logistical support to the 
countries in the name of “Marshall Plan”.They also published “Truman Doctrine” 
against Socialist ideology and USSR, established NATO against Warsaw Pact.On this 
crisis USA did not look familiar to the relationship between USSR and Cuba.This was 
a threat for USA’s authority in Middle and South America.This ideology could expand 
itself to other countries with using Cuba as a step and bring damage to USA in 
political and economic way.Fidel Castro was the representative of socialism in Cuba 
and he called this ideology as “disciplined democracy”.USA tried to overthrew the 
government of Castro with CIA and Cuban DRF “Cuban Democratic Revolutionary 
Front”. This movement named itself as “Bay of Pigs” in history.But this invasion 
failed and socialism survived in Cuba for a while.

 

USSR

In War II Russia occupies a dominant position and is the decisive factor looking 
toward the defeat of the Axis in Europe. While in Sicily the forces of Great Britain 
and the United States are being opposed by 2 German divisions, the Russian front is 
receiving attention of approximately 200 German divisions. Whenever the Allies open 
a second front on the Continent, it will be decidedly a secondary front to that of 
Russia; theirs will continue to be the main effort. Without Russia in the war, the Axis 
cannot be defeated in Europe, and the position of the United Nations becomes 
precarious. Similarly, Russia’s post-war position in Europe will be a dominant one. 
With Germany crushed, there is no power in Europe to oppose her tremendous 
military forces.The Soviet Union maintained its status as one of the world's two 
superpowers for four decades through its hegemony in Eastern Europe, military 
strength, economic strength, aid to developing countries, and scientific research, 
especially in space technology and weaponry.

During the immediate postwar period, the Soviet Union rebuilt and expanded 
its economy, while maintaining its strictly centralized control. It took effective control 
over most of the countries of Eastern Europe (except Yugoslavia and later Albania), 
turning them into satellite states. The Soviet Union bound its satellite states in a 
military alliance, the Warsaw Pact, in 1955, and an economic organization, The 
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Council for Mutual Economic Assistance or Comecon, a counterpart to the European 
Economic Community (EEC), from 1949 to 1991.The Soviet Union concentrated on 
its own recovery, seizing and transferring most of Germany's industrial plants, and it 
exacted war reparations from East Germany, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria using 
Soviet-dominated joint enterprises. It also instituted trading arrangements deliberately 
designed to favor the Soviet Union. Moscow controlled the Communist parties that 
ruled the satellite states, and they followed orders from the Kremlin. Historian Mark 
Kramer concludes:

The net outflow of resources from eastern Europe to the Soviet Union was 
approximately $15 billion to $20 billion in the first decade after World War II, an 
amount roughly equal to the total aid provided by the United States to western Europe 
under the Marshall Plan.

Later, the Comecon supplied aid to the eventually victorious Communist Party 
of China, and its influence grew elsewhere in the world. Fearing its ambitions, the 
Soviet Union's wartime allies, the United Kingdom and the United States, became its 
enemies. In the ensuing Cold War, the two sides clashed indirectly in proxy wars.

Cuba

In the 1950s, various organizations, including some advocating armed uprising, 
competed for public support in bringing about political change. In 1956, Fidel Castro 
and about 80 supporters landed from the yacht Granma in an attempt to start a 
rebellion against the Batista government. It was not until 1958 that Castro's July 26th 
Movement emerged as the leading revolutionary group.

By late 1958 the rebels had broken out of the Sierra Maestra and launched a 
general popular insurrection. After Castro's fighters captured Santa Clara, Batista fled 
with his family to the Dominican Republic on 1 January 1959. Later he went into 
exile on the Portuguese island of Madeira and finally settled in Estoril, near Lisbon. 
Fidel Castro's forces entered the capital on 8 January 1959. The liberal Manuel Urrutia 
Lleó became the provisional president.

From 1959 to 1966 Cuban insurgents fought a six-year rebellion in the 
Escambray Mountains against the Castro government. The government's vastly 
superior numbers eventually crushed the insurgency. The rebellion lasted longer and 
involved more soldiers than the Cuban Revolution. The United States Department of 
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State has estimated that 3,200 people were executed from 1959 to 1962. According to 
Amnesty International, official death sentences from 1959–87 numbered 237 of which 
all but 21 were actually carried out. Other estimates for the total number of political 
executions range from 4,000 to 33,000.The vast majority of those executed directly 
following the 1959 revolution were policemen, politicians, and informers of the 
Batista regime accused of crimes such as torture and murder, and their public trials 
and executions had widespread popular support among the Cuban population.

Turkey

At the conclusion of World War II, Turkey was pressured by the Soviet government to 
allow Russian shipping to flow freely through the Turkish Straits, which connected the 
Black Sea to the Mediterranean. As the Turkish government would not submit to the 
Soviet Union's requests, tensions arose in the region, leading to a show of naval force 
on the side of the Soviets. Since British assistance to Turkey had ended in 1947, the 
U.S. dispatched military aid to ensure that Turkey would retain chief control of the 
passage. Turkey received $100 million in economic and military aid and the U.S sent 
the aircraft carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt. The postwar period from 1946 started with a 
"multi-party period" and the Democratic Party government of Adnan Menderes.

AFTERMATH

Soviet Leadership: The enormity of how close the world came to thermonuclear war 
impelled Khrushchev to propose a far-reaching easing of tensions with the US. In a 
letter to President Kennedy dated October 30, 1962, Khrushchev outlined a range of 
bold initiatives to forestall the possibility of a further nuclear crisis, including 
proposing a non-aggression treaty between the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) and the Warsaw Pact or even disbanding these military blocs, a treaty to 
cease all nuclear weapons testing and even the elimination of all nuclear weapons, 
resolution of the hot-button issue of Germany by both East and West formally 
accepting the existence of West Germany and East Germany, and US recognition of 
the government of mainland China. The letter invited counter-proposals and further 
exploration of these and other issues through peaceful negotiations. Khrushchev 
invited Norman Cousins, the editor of a major US periodical and an anti-nuclear 
weapons activist, to serve as liaison with President Kennedy, and Cousins met with 
Khrushchev for four hours in December 1962.
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Kennedy's response to Khrushchev's proposals was lukewarm but Kennedy 
expressed to Cousins that he felt constrained in exploring these issues due to pressure 
from hardliners in the US national security apparatus. The US and the USSR did 
shortly thereafter agree on a treaty banning atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons, 
known as the "Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty".

Further after the crisis, the US and the Soviet Union created the Moscow–
Washington hotline, a direct communications link between Moscow and Washington. 
The purpose was to have a way that the leaders of the two Cold War countries could 
communicate directly to solve such a crisis.

The compromise embarrassed Khrushchev and the Soviet Union because the 
withdrawal of US missiles from Italy and Turkey was a secret deal between Kennedy 
and Khrushchev. Khrushchev went to Kennedy as he thought that the crisis was 
getting out of hand, but the Soviets were seen as retreating from circumstances that 
they had started.

Khrushchev's fall from power two years later was in part because of the Soviet 
Politburo's embarrassment at both Khrushchev's eventual concessions to the US and 
this ineptitude in precipitating the crisis in the first place. According to Dobrynin, the 
top Soviet leadership took the Cuban outcome as "a blow to its prestige bordering on 
humiliation".

Cuban leadership: Cuba perceived the outcome as a betrayal by the Soviets, as 
decisions on how to resolve the crisis had been made exclusively by Kennedy and 
Khrushchev. Castro was especially upset that certain issues of interest to Cuba, such 
as the status of the US Naval Base in Guantánamo, were not addressed. That caused 
Cuban–Soviet relations to deteriorate for years to come. On the other hand, Cuba 
continued to be protected from invasion.

US leadership: The worldwide US Forces DEFCON 3 status was returned to 
DEFCON 4 on November 20, 1962. General Curtis LeMay told the President that the 
resolution of the crisis was the "greatest defeat in our history"; his was a minority 
position.He had pressed for an immediate invasion of Cuba as soon as the crisis began 
and still favored invading Cuba even after the Soviets had withdrawn their missiles. 
Twenty-five years later, LeMay still believed that "We could have gotten not only the 
missiles out of Cuba, we could have gotten the Communists out of Cuba at that time."
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Critics, including Seymour Melman, and Seymour Hersh suggested that the 
Cuban Missile Crisis encouraged the United States' use of military means, such as the 
case in the later Vietnam War.
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